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Epitaxial Fe~110! films grown on W~110! substrates exhibit, up to the second pseudomorphic monolayer, a
peak indI/dU spectra at 0.2 eV above the Fermi level as measured by scanning tunneling spectroscopy~STS!.
It is shown directly by STS on nanometer-scale wedges of Fe/W~110! that the density of empty states is
diminished wherever the stressed Fe film begins to relax. The change in local differential conductivity can
therefore be explained by a stress-induced change of electronic structure for the first two monolayers due to the
large misfit between film and substrate.@S0163-1829~96!52136-3#

Research on thin solid films is of great interest since they
offer the opportunity to study both reduced symmetry and
interface effects. Furthermore, it is possible by heteroepi-
taxial, pseudomorphic growth to stabilize solids in structures,
i.e., with crystalline symmetries and lattice constants, that
are far from those of the corresponding bulk material. This
facilitates creating materials with properties that do not exist
in nature. Strong effort has been made to investigate elec-
tronic and magnetic properties of thin ferromagnetic 3d
transition-metal films on both noble metal substrates, such as
Fe/Cu~100!,1 and Co/Cu~100!,2 as well as refractory 5d
transition-metal substrates with high melting temperatures,
such as Fe/W~110!.3–12 Particularly, Fe shows an interesting
growth behavior on W~110! which has been studied in great
detail by other authors.10,12,13 Both Fe and W have a bcc
crystal structure. Although there is a large lattice misfit of
9.4% it is known that Fe grows pseudomorphically on
W~110! in the first monolayer~ML !. At room temperature
the growth is dominated by two-dimensional islands which
do not coalesce up to a coverage of 0.6 ML. At a substrate
temperature of 570 K the growth mode changes to step flow
and at a coverageQ51.3 ML the Fe film begins to relax.
The onset of relaxation in the second Fe layer is indicated by
dislocation lines along the@001# direction with an average
separation of 46 Å. The dislocation lines become periodic
~separation of 27 Å! when the local coverage is 3 ML. From
the fourth layer on the Fe film exhibits a two-dimensional
periodic dislocation network. This is caused by a moire´ pat-
tern due to the insertion of extra iron rows in order to com-
pensate for the misfit between Fe~110! and W~110!. Some
atoms are then forced to occupy nonlattice sites. These re-
sults could be confirmed during our experiments. It should
be added that the growth of Fe/W~110! is closely related to
the magnetic properties as reported earlier by other
authors.8,11

In this paper we report on a STS study of Fe grown on
W~110!. To our knowledge, we observed for the first time
directly in real space a stress-induced change of electronic
structure of thin films by STS. For pseudomorphically grown
Fe on W~110! this results in an increased density of states
just above the Fermi levelEF . On atomically flat nanometer-

scale wedges of Fe/W~110! we show that the empty-state
density close toEF is diminished wherever the Fe film be-
gins to relax. Spectroscopic data measured close to island
edges of a submonolayer Fe film show that the island edges
are partially relaxed due to the reduced number of next near-
est neighbors, which hinders coalescence as proposed earlier
by Elmerset al.8

The Fe films were prepared in ultrahigh vacuum~UHV,
base pressurep,5310211 torr! on W~110! substrates held
at room temperature by using an electron-beam evaporator
with integrated flux control. During evaporation the pressure
did not exceed 4310210 torr. The cleanliness of the sample
surface was checked by means of low-energy electron dif-
fraction ~LEED! and Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!.
Upon thin-film growth the sample was transferredin situ into
our UHV scanning tunneling microscope~STM!. All topo-
graphic data were obtained in the constant current mode with
electrochemically etched tungsten tips. The spectroscopic
data were measured by adding an ac component to the gap
voltage (Umod530 mV; n52.77 kHz!. We detected the dif-
ferential conductivitydI/dU of the tunnel junction by the
lock-in technique. Typical tunneling parameters wereI tun
51–3 nA andUgap56 1.0–1.5 V.

Figure 1~a! shows the topography of a submonolayer Fe
film (Q'0.45 ML! grown at room temperature. The topog-
raphy is dominated by 2D islands. A small amount of the
deposited material tends to decorate the monoatomic steps of
the substrate. A map of the differential conductivitydI/dU
of the same sample at several gap voltages is shown in Fig.
1~b!. During the scan the gap voltage was changed every 80
scan lines in steps of 0.2 eV. Obviously the contrast between
islands and substrate flips. First, atUgap51.0 V the W~110!
substrate appears brighter than the Fe islands, i.e., W exhibits
a higher differential conductivity than Fe@Fig. 1~b!#. This
situation remains unchanged up to a gap voltageUgap50.6
V. If the gap voltage is further diminished toUgap50.4 V the
contrast flips and the Fe islands appear brighter than the W
substrate. This flip of contrast does not occur homogeneously
on individual islands. In contrast, the data measured at
Ugap50.4 V show clearly that on top of the Fe islands sig-
nificant variations in the differential conductivity exist which
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will be discussed below. The contrast becomes maximal at
Ugap50.2 V. This behavior can be understood based on local
tunneling spectroscopy data@Fig. 1~c!#. The curves represent
averages over 100 spectra measured above the Fe monolayer
and the W substrate, respectively. While the plot of differen-
tial conductivitydI/dU versus gap voltage of the Fe mono-
layer exhibits a peak which is centered atUgap' 0.2 V
~empty sample states!, W shows no significant features in the
gap voltage range under study.

To check if the empty-state peak is characteristic for a
thin film of Fe on W~110! or if it is also present on bulklike
Fe~110!, we prepared a sample which contains simulta-
neously different regimes of coverage, thin films of mono-
layer and bilayer thickness and 3D-like islands. We evapo-
rated 3 ML of Fe on the W~110! substrate and postannealed
the sample at a temperatureT.600 K for 2 min. This results
in a topography as displayed in Fig. 2~a!. The islands have a
thickness between 4 ML and 8 ML while between them we

found one or two monolayers grown in the step flow mode.
The STS data were averaged over 50 spectra from the three
different regimes of coverage: 1 ML, 2 ML, and.3 ML
@Fig. 2~b!#. Surprisingly the empty-state peak is present
above the first and second pseudomorphic monolayer but it
does not appear in thedI/dU spectra, which were measured
above the 3D islands. In contrast, above the islands we mea-
sured a peak atUgap520.5 V ~occupied states!. A similar
spectrum was also measured on islands with a height of
30–50 ML where we could no longer observe the two-
dimensional periodic network. This occupied-state peak cor-

FIG. 1. ~a!: Topography of 0.45 ML Fe on W~110! ~scan range:
250 nm3 250 nm!. During evaporation the substrate was held at
room temperature. The deposited material forms monolayer islands
and a small amount decorates the step edges. Maps of the differen-
tial conductivitydI/dU are shown in~b!. During the scan the gap
voltage was decreased every 80 lines by 0.2 V. Bright and dark
areas correspond to high and low differential conductivity, respec-
tively. The contrast between Fe and W flips betweenUgap50.6 V
andUgap50.4 V. While W has the higher differential conductivity
in the range 0.6<Ugap,1.0 V ~lower part of the image!, the oppo-
site is true in the upper part.~c! Averaged spectra of the differential
conductivity dI/dU taken above Fe and W sites from the former
image. Obviously one monolayer of Fe on W~110! exhibits an
empty-state peak which is centered atUgap50.22 V while the spec-
trum of the bare W~110! substrate is relatively featureless in this
bias regime.

FIG. 2. ~a!: Constant current image~scan range: 50 nm3 50
nm! of a 3-ML Fe film on W~110!. The film was postannealed at
T.600 K. After annealing the substrate is covered by islands with
a local coverage of 4–8 ML. Since extra rows of Fe are inserted to
compensate the stress in the film the surfaces of the islands exhibit
a periodic two-dimensional dislocation network. Between the is-
lands the coverage of the pseudomorphic Fe film is 1.3 ML.~b!:
Averaged spectra of the differential conductivitydI/dU taken
above positions where the local coverage is 1 ML, 2 ML or more
than 3 ML. While we find an empty-state peak on pseudomorphic
films ~i.e., in the first and second monolayer! this peak does not
appear above the islands. Instead, we measure an occupied-state
peak atUgap'20.5 eV above thick islands.
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responds nicely with photoemission data from bulk14

Fe~110! and from Fe/W~110! samples withQ>3 ML.3

We now turn to the question about the nature of the
empty-state peak on monolayers and bilayers of Fe on
W~110!. Since we know that the peak totally vanishes above
islands with a height of 4 ML a key for the understanding
might be the structural transition in the range between two
and four monolayers. Therefore we prepared nanometer-
scale wedges of Fe on W~110!, which naturally are formed
by moderate postannealing. The topography of such a sample
is shown in Fig. 3~a!. For clarity the local coverage is indi-
cated. In the middle of the image a characteristic wedge is
visible which contains a one-monolayer-deep hole in the sec-
ond monolayer. On any wedge we can observe simulta-
neously the forthgoing stages of growth of Fe on W~110!,10

i.e., pseudomorphic growth in the first and partially in the
second monolayer, nonperiodic and periodic dislocation lines
in the second and third monolayer, respectively, and the pe-
riodic dislocation network from the fourth monolayer on.

On this sample we measured simultaneously the topogra-
phy and the spatially resolved differential conductivity
dI/dU at different gap voltages. In Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! maps
of dI/dU at a gap voltageUgap510.4 V andUgap520.4 V
are presented, which correspond to the empty-state and
occupied-state peak positions as seen in Fig. 2~b!, respec-
tively. In accordance with the data of Fig. 2~b! the dI/dU
signal atUgap510.4 V ~empty states! is higher above the
second monolayer than above the fourth monolayer while the
opposite is true atUgap520.4 V @Fig. 3~b!#. In the following
we want to concentrate on the range of coverage where the
transition in the electronic structure occurs, i.e., at 1 ML
<Q<3 ML. Obviously the electronic structure changes on a
narrow lateral scale. While we measured a high differential
conductivity just aboveEF for the second monolayer, it is
diminished at the dislocation lines~marked by arrows!,
which exhibit a weak zig-zag structure with a full width of
'15 Å and an apparent height of 0.4 Å in the topographic
data. The measureddI/dU signal has the same full width of

'15 Å. However, the most important observation is that the
behavior of thedI/dU signal atUgap50.4 V is almost the
same for the dislocation lines in the second monolayer and
for locations whereQ>4 ML @Figs. 3~b!, 3~c!#. This means
that the empty-state peak disappears wherever the Fe film
begins to relax. Thus we conclude that the origin of the
empty-state peak as seen by STS in the first two monolayers
is stress induced due to the relative large lattice mismatch of
9.4%. Our experimental results are in agreement with earlier
band-structure calculations for Fe on W~110!.5 It was
shown that the expansion of the lattice constant by 9.4% in
the heteroepitaxial Fe overlayer leads to a change of elec-
tronic structure of the Fe film which results in an increase of
the density of states just aboveEF .

5 According to this band
structure calculation the spin polarization at this energy is
close to 100%. Thus, similar to the Fe~100! surface,15 thin
Fe films on W~110! might serve as a candidate to perform
spin-polarized tunneling experiments.

As mentioned above, thedI/dU signal is not homoge-
neous on individual islands. Particularly, the amplitude of
the empty-state peak shows significant variations. In Fig. 4
we have plotted the cross section of both the topography and
the dI/dU signal of an Fe island. Obviously, the apparent
height of the island is slightly increased at both edges
('0.05 Å) and a decay of the peak height atUgap50.22 V
close to the island edges is observed. Since the scan speed
was extremely low and the feedback was properly adjusted
an experimental artifact due to tip-edge interactions can
strictly be ruled out. Note that the effects in the topographic
and spectroscopic signal were observed while scanning
downwardsandupwards a step edge. We attribute this decay
of the peak height at 0.22 V to a partial relaxation of the Fe
close to island edges. Since the number of nearest neighbors
for edge atoms is reduced, they do not feel isotropic in-plane
forces. One possible explanation for our results is that these
atoms are shifted inwards, thus bringing the lattice spacing
closer to the Fe bulk value.

In summary, we have observed for the first time, to our
knowledge, a stress-induced change of electronic structure in

FIG. 3. ~a!: Topography of a 2-ML Fe film on W~110! after postannealing at a temperature of less than 600 K~scan range: 80 nm3 120
nm!. Fe forms nanometer-scale wedges on the stepped substrate~1 ML<Q<5 ML!. The different regimes of coverage can be distinguished
by characteristic dislocation patterns~see text!. ~b!: At Ugap50.4 V, which is close to the position of the empty-state peak described above,
the second monolayer has the higher~brighter! differential conductivitydI/dU. The differential conductivity is diminished wherever the Fe
film begins to relax, i.e., at dislocation lines in the second monolayer~marked by arrows!. ~c! At Ugap520.4 V, which is close to the
occupied state peak, areas appear bright when the local coverageQ>3 ML. The same is true for the dislocation lines in the second
monolayer.
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heteroepitaxially grown thin films directly in real space by
STS. While an empty-state peak in the differential conduc-
tivity was found above pseudomorphically grown Fe films
on W~110! for Q<2 ML this peak disappears on a narrow
lateral scale wherever the Fe film begins to relax (Q>2
ML !. The resulting influence on the topography and on the
differential conductivity has been observed on the same lat-
eral scale of'15 Å. The results can be explained by a stress-
induced change of electronic structure for the pseudomorphic
Fe overlayer in agreement with earlier band-structure calcu-
lations. Furthermore, our measurements provide the first di-
rect experimental evidence for a partial relaxation at island
edges in the first monolayer which hinders island coales-
cence.
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FIG. 4. Topographic~left-hand scale! and corresponding spec-
troscopic~right-hand scale! line section of the same Fe island. On
top of the island close to the edges the apparent corrugation is
slightly enhanced and thedI/dU signal is diminished. Since the
number of nearest neighbors is reduced at the island edges the out-
ermost atoms are shifted inwards. This causes a lattice spacing
which is closer to the Fe bulk value, i.e., a partial relaxation that
hinders coalescence of adjacent islands.
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